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Progress over last period and current status 

 
The chess club has now completed this year’s main registration and is now 

running at full capacity with a small waiting list after the staggered intake of new 
club members. 
We are discussing changes of how the club is done as, as it stands, we struggle 

to get volunteers to help out both as members of the committee and in Monday 
sessions. The club is run so that the fees are used to pay coaches, registration of 

teams in competitions, chess puzzle workbooks and access to a secure web 
facility where the kids can play chess (Chesskid). We are debating paying for a 
qualified person to help out during the Monday sessions, with no coaching 

responsibilities. In the past years, this post (“Monday Supervisor”) has been 
covered either by a parent volunteer that attended the club most Mondays, or a 

rota of committee members as it is the case this year, with the added contribution 
of a parent. With the current configuration of committee members, this represents 
an important effort as it conflicts with our working responsibilities. This problem 

will be aggravated in the future as 2 of the current committee members are due 
to step down at the end of the year as they will have no children in the chess club 

next year. In addition to the Monday supervisor, we ask for the support of 2 
additional parents, as the club runs in 3 classrooms. This has also proved a 
challenge, with parents not responding as well as we need them to. 

We are working towards finding a solution that will work for the children, the 
coaches, the committee members and other parents. At the moment, it seems 

that employing a qualified Monday supervisor would be a solution, but would 
have an impact on the club fees (that at the moment are still low compared with 
other clubs). 

On a chess/coaching level, the run is continuing with last year’s head coach and 
we foresee that this will be the case for next year. The children seem happy with 

how the club functions. The children have entered this year both team and 
individual competitions and continue to do well on that front. 
 

Plainly stealing from the football club report with very minor edits: Our main 
challenge in the near future (but especially August 2017) is to access an 
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alternative to WisePay. Given the needs of the Chess Club with respect to 

registrations the best approach would be to work with the Parent Council and the 
School to leverage the new ParentPay system, which does offer very similar 
capabilities to the system it replaces.  We therefore propose that the clubs could 

appoint a ‘clerk’ to take the administrative burden of the use of ParentPay for 
clubs if this was the primary barrier for clubs to access this system.  The 

alternative, finding a duplicate or second system would require greater net effort 
not only in terms of administration but also in terms of adding complexity for 
parents who would need to register in multiple systems. (Of course shifting back 

to paper-based operations is not something we wish to contemplate.) 
 

 

 
 
Plans for next period 

The function of the club to deliver fun and good quality chess level is good, and 

currently not a concern. Managing to ensure continuity of the head coach has 
made this less of a challenge for the committee. 
The main challenges of the club currently stem from the fact that the club is 

managed by volunteers of which there are not many, but we are confident we will 
manage to find a solution for this, as we have in the past. 

 

 
 
Parent Council input needed 

 

Help in respect of driving the WisePay replacement – ideally some mechanism to 
tag onto ParentPay. 
We might require advice from PC and school if we need to go down the route of 

employing a parent supervisor. 
 

 

 


